two squares; a problem presented along the lines of Landau's approach of 1908, requiring, as the prime number theorem did at that time, a definite amount of information on a domain contained in the half-plane cr < 1. And Hardy commences the presentation of this approach by a remark concerning its analytical interest, which is observed to be due to the fact that the pole of the prime number theorem becomes replaced by an algebraic singularity; the order of infinity, say t, at s = 1 now being 1 instead of 1. But all of this must be felt as rather disturbing, the more so as, after Wiener's work,4 the prime number theorem itself has nothing to do with what happens beyond the line r = 1.
Tn the sequel, this methodical anomaly will be disposed of by showing that, on the one hand, there is no point in passing through the line r = 1 in order to prove the theorem of either Landau or Watson, since a unified, and much shorter, approach to all these problems (including the prime number theorem itself) can be obtained by a straight-forward extension of Ikehara's theorem concerning the case t = 1 of a simple pole; and that, on the other hand, all these problems do not involve the algebraic character of the underlyiing singularities, since t could be irrational, and therefore the singularity at s = 1 logarithmic, as far as the unified Tauberian approach is concerned. Even the fact that, in the problems of Landau and Watson, u not only is rational but less than 1 as well, turns out to be without any significance, since nothing happens when u passes through Ikehara's case, u = 1.
The necessary modifications of the proof of Ikehara's theorem 5 are so much on the surface that certain details will be given only because the possibility of these modifications appears to be overlooked in the literature. The only complication arising from the passage to the necessary generalization of Ikehara's case is the appearance of an additional factor. In fact, the Fourier transformation belonging to an arbitrary t > 0 corresponds to the r-integral which leads to (6), by another weight function, leading to a Fourier transform which tends to 0 stronger than I u I -(and is, as (6), non-negative). Such weight functions can be obtained by the well-known process, of successive convolutions, for instance.9 Incidentally, not only (7) but even JL < 1 is satisfied in all the applications referred to above. 
